1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

An overwhelming body of evidence supports the concept that an adverse maternal environment affects the development of the fetus and infant, thereby increasing the risk profile for disease later in life. A striking example of developmental programming is the impact of exposure to maternal obesity on the susceptibility to non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) in childhood and progression to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) across the lifespan [@bib1]. NAFLD affects over 35% of obese children in North America [@bib2] and half have already progressed to the more severe NASH at time of diagnosis [@bib3]. Human studies have shown increased intrahepatocellular lipid storage in infants born to mothers with obesity [@bib4], [@bib5]. These offspring are at a higher risk of progressing toward obesity, NAFLD, cardiovascular disease, and hepatic carcinoma later in life, regardless of gender [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]. The critical importance of the *in utero* environment to accelerated pediatric NAFLD progression is further illustrated in a cross-sectional study of 538 children with biopsy-proven NAFLD that showed that those born with higher or lower birthweight had 2-fold greater incidence of advanced liver disease [@bib9] compared with normal-weight children, even after adjusting for body mass index. Numerous studies in rodent models [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14] and our non-human primate (NHP) model [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19] support a role for gestational exposures in the persistence of NAFLD later in life. While these studies demonstrate that NAFLD risk begins *in utero*, the mechanisms and primary drivers of this disorder during fetal life are poorly understood.

The fetal overnutrition hypothesis suggests that exposure to excess maternal fuels, including glucose, lipids, and/or amino acids, contribute to increased fetal growth and adiposity [@bib20], [@bib21]. These fuels, which are in greater abundance in maternal obesity [@bib22], [@bib23], can contribute to NAFLD risk beginning *in utero* [@bib1], [@bib24], but the metabolic pathways and mechanisms remain unclear. The fetus develops in a low oxygen environment and has a limited capacity for lipid oxidation until birth [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]. The fetal liver has fewer mitochondria, low activity of carnitine palmitoyl-CoA transferase 1, and little activation of gluconeogenesis [@bib30], [@bib31] compared with adult liver, supporting a distinction between fetal and adult hepatic metabolism. Thus, metabolic fuel overload *in utero* might interrupt normal development of metabolic pathways that accelerate NAFLD risk in the next generation [@bib32], [@bib33]. In our NHP model of maternal diet induced obesity, the offspring demonstrate increased lipid accumulation, oxidative stress, and apoptosis in the fetal liver [@bib15], [@bib34]. This phenotype persists through 1 year of age, even after implementing a healthy diet post-weaning [@bib16], demonstrating that maternal diet has long lasting effects.

Studies have yet to investigate whether dietary interventions during pregnancy in obese women can mitigate the adverse effects on fetal hepatic metabolic programming. Further, these alterations in the fetus are infeasible to study in humans. While rodent models have the advantage of genetic manipulation, they have a much shorter gestation period and multiple fetuses, restricting their utility in studies of fetal metabolism. Sheep models have been used to study fetal metabolism; however, their capacity for modeling human fetal lipid metabolism is limited. Studies in our NHP model take advantage of the fact that we can test the effect of reversal of maternal diet in chronically obese, Western-style diet (WSD)-fed mothers prior to a subsequent pregnancy on systemic and hepatic metabolism in the fetus. Here, we focused on a combination of targeted metabolomic and lipidomic assays, limited transcriptional analysis, and fetal blood gas measures to test the hypothesis that dysregulated fetal fuel metabolism due to maternal WSD causes liver injury *in utero*. Further, we tested whether switching obese females to a healthy diet prior to pregnancy can mitigate detrimental effects on the biochemical pathways that contribute to NAFLD risk in the fetal offspring.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Maternal chronic WSD induced obesity model {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------

Adult female Japanese macaques were fed a WSD (36.6% calories from fat and 5.5% fructose and 8.8% sucrose) for 2--9 years prior to conception and throughout pregnancy to produce WSD-induced obese (OB-WSD) mothers or maintained on a control diet (CON mothers; 14.6% calories from fat and 2.8% sucrose and 0.2% fructose) as described [@bib35]. Maternal body composition was measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA; Hologic QDR Discovery A; Hologic, Inc., Bedford, MA) before pregnancy. Maternal body weight and plasma insulin, glucose, and triglyceride (TG) measurements were collected and intravenous glucose tolerance tests (IV-GTT) were performed before pregnancy and during the 3rd trimester of pregnancy [@bib15], [@bib36], [@bib37]. The data in this manuscript include fetuses from CON mothers with a pre-pregnancy body fat percentage \<25.0 (n = 21) and OB-WSD mothers with pre-pregnancy body fat percentage \>25.0 (n = 39) studied between 2008 and 2014 [@bib38]. All mothers were phenotyped before pregnancy and in the 3rd trimester, and all fetuses had liver TG assays and growth measurements, as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Other measurements were performed on subsets of CON and OB-WSD fetuses as indicated in the figure legends. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Oregon National Primate Research Center (ONPRC). The ONPRC abides by the Animal Welfare Act and Regulations enforced by the United States Department of Agriculture.Table 1Maternal and fetal characteristics.Table 1CONOB-WSDOB-DRANOVAMaternal age (years)9.1 ± 0.5^a^10.3 ± 0.4^b^14.5 ± 0.2^c^\<0.001Years on WSDNA4.6 ± 0.3^a^9.1 ± 0.0^b^\<0.001Maternal, pre-pregnancy Body weight (kg)8.9 ± 0.3^a^13.4 ± 0.4^b^14.6 ± 0.6^b^\<0.001 Body fat (%)15.0 ± 1.1^a^35.6 ± 1.1^b^40.3 ± 1.9^b^\<0.001 Insulin (mU/L)15.8 ± 2.3^b^40.1 ± 4.5^b^36.7 ± 8.1^a,b^\<0.005 Glucose (mg/dL)54.5 ± 3.152.8 ± 1.949.3 ± 3.30.70 GTT insulin AUC4017.2 ± 681.0^a^9456.8 ± 878.3^b^7652.3 ± 2059.2^b^\<0.005 GTT glucose AUC9241.9 ± 298.110362.9 ± 348.811411.5 ± 899.10.07Maternal, pregnancy, 3rd trimester Body weight (kg)9.9 ± 0.3^a^13.4 ± 0.5^b^12.4 ± 0.6^b^\<0.001 Insulin (mU/L)15.8 ± 2.655.9 ± 14.331.1 ± 7.10.11 Glucose (mg/dL)42.7 ± 1.942.2 ± 1.237.0 ± 4.20.34 GTT insulin AUC5030.3 ± 762.2^a^18054.2 ± 3074.9^b^6983.4 ± 2414.2^a,b^\<0.005 GTT glucose AUC7255.7 ± 239.57486.0 ± 232.47216.4 ± 428.90.77Fetal characteristics at c-section Fetal age (days)130.0 ± 0.2130.8 ± 0.4130.8 ± 0.60.30 Fetal sex (female:male)11:1016:231:4 Fetal weight (g)340.2 ± 6.0348.5 ± 7.4367.2 ± 11.50.38 Fetal liver weight (g)9.5 ± 0.4^a^10.2 ± 0.2^a,b^11.1 ± 0.5^b^0.05 Fetal liver:body weight (%)2.78 ± 0.092.95 ± 0.053.04 ± 0.140.13 Placenta weight (g)112.7 ± 3.3106.7 ± 2.7109.9 ± 5.30.37 Insulin, plasma (mU/L)^A^5.2 ± 0.88.0 ± 2.87.1 ± 1.20.75Umbilical artery^B^ Triglycerides (mg/mL)0.0795 ± 0.0112^a^0.1787 ± 0.0332^b^0.0887 ± 0.0145^a^\<0.05 NEFA (units)0.0765 ± 0.01310.0822 ± 0.00870.0843 ± 0.01390.91 Glucose (mg/dL)30.5 ± 2.236.1 ± 1.732.4 ± 1.80.14 Lactate (mM)2.32 ± 0.783.30 ± 0.512.26 ± 0.540.42 pH7.29 ± 0.037.20 ± 0.027.26 ± 0.020.06 sO~2~ (%)15.0 ± 1.8^a^8.2 ± 1.0^b^11.8 ± 1.7^a.b^\<0.005 pO~2~ (mm Hg)14.8 ± 0.9^a^10.7 ± 0.7^b^12.8 ± 1.2^a.b^\<0.01 O~2~ content (mM)1.15 ± 0.12^a^0.65 ± 0.07^b^0.91 ± 0.13^a.b^\<0.005 pCO~2~ (mm Hg)58.5 ± 3.972.2 ± 4.060.2 ± 2.20.07 CO~2~ content (mM)28.9 ± 0.529.7 ± 0.629.0 ± 1.00.71 Hematocrit (%)36.5 ± 0.937.9 ± 0.736.0 ± 1.30.34 Hemoglobin (mg/dL)12.4 ± 0.312.9 ± 0.212.2 ± 0.40.34[^1][^2][^3][^4]

2.2. Maternal diet reversal model {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------

A cohort of obese mothers fed a chronic WSD for 9 years (n = 5) were switched as a group to the CON diet prior to the fall breeding season, allowed to breed naturally, and maintained on the CON diet throughout pregnancy. The average days to conception after diet reversal ranged from 27 to 96 days (mean = 65 days). These mothers (OB-DR, diet reversal) were studied as described above before and during pregnancy. Additionally, body weight was measured frequently in OB-DR mothers once DR intervention was started during pre-conception and pregnancy (see [Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

2.3. Fetal measurements and sample collection {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------

Three groups of fetuses were studied from CON-fed mothers (CON; n = 21), obese WSD-fed mothers (OB-WSD; n = 39), and diet reversal mothers (OB-DR; n = 5). At ∼130 days in gestation (gestation period is 165 days), fetuses were delivered by cesarean section while mothers were under anesthesia. Before cutting the umbilical cord, umbilical artery blood samples were drawn from a section of the cord that was clamped on each end. Samples were immediately analyzed for pH, blood gasses, glucose, and lactate (EC8 and CG4 i-STAT test cartridges, Abbott, Abbott Park, IL), and serum was stored at −80 °C for later analyses. Fetal weights were measured, and liver tissue samples were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C for subsequent analyses.

2.4. Fetal liver tissue analyses {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------

Liver TG content was measured following lipid extraction and averaged in samples from the right and left lobes of the liver from all fetuses in the study (Infinity Triglyceride Reagent, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) [@bib15], [@bib16]. Fetal liver thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARs) content was measured in protein lysate samples prepared from the left lobe of the fetal liver and measured calorimetrically (\#700870, Cayman Chemical) and expressed relative to protein content. The citrate synthase activity assay was performed using 30 mg homogenized liver tissue (left lobe) as described [@bib39] with minor modifications to analyze on a microplate reader. RNA was extracted from fetal liver samples and gene expression measured for major *de novo* lipogenic (DNL) genes (*FAS*, *ACC1*, *SREBP1C*, and *SREBP2*) and lipid oxidation genes listed in supplementary results using real time PCR (LightCycler 480, Roche) as described [@bib16]. Results were normalized to 18s rRNA. TBARs, CS activity, and gene expression were measured in representative subsets of fetuses as indicated in figure legends.

2.5. Hepatic diacylglycerol and ceramide species profiling {#sec2.5}
----------------------------------------------------------

Hepatic diacylglycerol (DAG) and ceramide species were analyzed in a subset of representative fetuses by an Agilent 1100 HPLC connected to an API 2000 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer as previously described [@bib40]. The 1,3- and 1,2-DAG isomers were separated chromatographically using a Hilic 2.1 micron, 3 × 100 mm column. Concentration was determined by comparing ratios of unknowns to di-C15:0 DAG and C12:0 ceramide and compared to standard curves representing the majority of DAG and ceramide species run with each sample set. DAG and ceramide data were normalized to protein content. Multivariate analysis was performed in MetaboAnalyst 4.0 [@bib41] with all DAG and ceramide species and data were log-transformed.

2.6. Targeted serum and liver metabolite analysis with UHPLC-MS {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Umbilical artery serum and fetal liver tissue samples were used from a subset of representative fetuses in targeted metabolomic profiling at the University of Colorado Metabolomic Core [@bib42], [@bib43]. Briefly, serum (10 μL) and liver tissue (25 mg) samples were extracted in ice-cold lysis/extraction buffer (methanol:acetonitrile:water 5:3:2). Analyses were performed using a Vanquish UHPLC system coupled online to a Q Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo). Samples were resolved over a Kinetex C18 column (2.1 × 150 mm, 1.7 μm; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) at 25 °C using a 3 min isocratic condition of 5% acetonitrile, 95% water, and 0.1% formic acid flowing at 250 μL/min, or using a 9 min gradient at 400 μL/min from 5 to 95% B (A: water/0.1% formic acid; B: acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid) [@bib44], [@bib45]. Mass spectrometry analysis and data elaboration were performed as described [@bib45]. Metabolite assignments were performed using MAVEN [@bib46]. In addition, liver tissue concentrations of acylcarnitines and bile acids were measured, and quantifications were made relative to internal standards [@bib38]. Metabolites were excluded if more than half the samples contained a zero value, and metabolites where less than half the samples contained a zero value were replaced with the half minimum value for the metabolite. Peak intensity values for serum metabolites or liver metabolites (including acylcarnitine and bile acid species) were analyzed with MetaboAnalyst 4.0 [@bib41]. Sample normalization was performed by normalization by sum with data autoscaling for liver and by normalization by median with data range scaling for serum.

Multivariate principal component analysis was performed using partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) with all 3 groups. A second PLS-DA was performed with only the CON and OB-WSD groups. The 25 metabolites with the highest variable importance in projection (VIP) scores (rank order) from this PLS-DA with just CON and OB-WSD groups were identified and data for these 25 features from all samples in all 3 groups in liver or serum were loaded into a clustered heatmap. Significance was declared with *P* \< 0.05 and a cutoff of *P* \< 0.15 was used to declare potential differences for hypothesis generation. To account for over-fitting and false positives with PLS-DA, metabolites from the top 25 rank list with *P* \> 0.15 (by *t*-test) in the CON vs OB-WSD comparison were excluded from pathway and further analysis (indicated in [Tables S2--S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). For pathway enrichment analysis, the remaining VIP ranked metabolites plus additional metabolites with a significant raw *P*-value by *t*-test (*P* \< 0.05) between CON and OB-WSD (indicated in [Tables S2--S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) were used to comprise the compound input list. These additions added 12 metabolites in the liver set and 13 in the serum set. These metabolites were added so that a larger input list could be used for pathway identification. For pathway analysis, Human Metabolome Database IDs were assigned to each metabolite in the Pathway Analysis module in MetaboAnalyst 4.0 and an FDR \<0.10 was used.

To assess the effect in the OB-DR group, univariate comparisons were made relative to CON and OB-WSD by raw *P*-value by *t*-test using *P* \< 0.10 to declare differences between groups. Metabolites and acylcarnitines (for liver) were considered to be: 1) normalized in OB-DR group when similar to CON (*P* \> 0.10 in OB-DR vs CON) and different from OB-WSD (*P* \< 0.10 in OB-DR vs OB-WSD); 2) not normalized in OB-DR group and different from CON (*P* \< 0.10 in OB-DR vs CON); or 3) intermediate in OB-DR when not different from CON (*P* \> 0.10 in OB-DR vs CON) or OB-WSD (*P* \> 0.10 in OB-DR vs OB-WSD). Due to the relatively small sample size within each group and inclusion of a larger number of features for more thorough pathway approximation, less stringent statistical cut-offs (*P* \< 0.15 or *P* \> 0.15, used as described earlier) were utilized to assess group differences.

2.7. Statistical analysis {#sec2.7}
-------------------------

Data were analyzed by ANOVA with fixed effect of maternal diet (CON, OB-WSD, OB-DR) using SAS (PROC MIXED). Fetal sex was tested as a fixed effect in the model and remained in the model when significant (*P* \< 0.05). Individual post-test comparisons were made when the overall ANOVA *P*-value was significant (*P* \< 0.05) and for metabolites of interest as described in section [2.6](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}. Models accounted for the inequality of variances, when indicated, between maternal diet groups.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Switching from a chronic OB-WSD to CON diet prior to pregnancy produces weight loss and improves insulin sensitivity in OB-DR mothers {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the metabolic effects of switching to a healthy diet in NHP mothers with chronic obesity, we studied obese mothers who had been on a chronic WSD for ∼9 years and then switched to a healthy CON diet prior to conception and remained on this CON diet through their subsequent pregnancy (OB-DR group). Pre-pregnancy measurements were made on these OB-DR females just prior to the diet switching and in the groups of CON and OB-WSD females. Before pregnancy, OB-WSD females and those assigned to the OB-DR group had increased obesity and insulin resistance as evidenced by increased body weight, percent body fat, fasting plasma insulin concentrations, and insulin area under the curve (AUC) during an IV-GTT compared with the group of CON mothers ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, none of the mothers developed gestational diabetes as glucose concentrations and glucose AUC during the IV-GTT were similar. During the 3rd trimester of pregnancy following diet switching, OB-DR mothers still weighed more than CON mothers but had a net 15% reduction in body weight compared with their pre-pregnancy body weight, and their fasting insulin concentrations and insulin AUC were improved relative to OB-WSD mothers ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All OB-DR mothers rapidly lost weight over the first ∼75 days during the pre-conception period ([Fig. S1A](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). As a group, there was a net loss of 2.2 kg prior to conception ([Fig. S1B](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). During pregnancy, however, 4 out of 5 mothers had a net weight gain, while 1 mother continued to lose weight ([Fig. S1B](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Thus, switching to a CON diet prior to a subsequent pregnancy produced weight loss in OB-DR mothers and prevented the large increase in insulin resistance in the 3rd trimester of pregnancy observed in OB-WSD mothers. Fetal body weight, liver weight, and plasma (mixed arterial and venous fetal sample) insulin concentrations in the early 3rd trimester were similar between groups ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. Fetal umbilical arterial blood gas and serum nutrient analysis {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the effect of maternal obesity and maternal diet reversal on the fetal circulation, we measured umbilical (fetal) arterial serum TGs, non-esterified fatty acids (NEFAs), glucose, and lactate concentrations and blood gas levels in fetuses from CON, OB-WSD, and OB-DR mothers ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Fetal serum TG concentrations were higher in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers versus fetuses from CON and OB-DR mothers, with no differences in NEFA concentrations. Fetuses from OB-WSD mothers had lower O~2~ saturation, pO~2~, and O~2~ content and higher pCO~2~ compared with fetuses from CON mothers, suggesting that fetuses from OB-WSD mothers had some degree of hypoxemia. Arterial oxygenation in fetuses from OB-DR mothers was not different compared with fetuses from CON mothers, suggesting that hypoxemia was partially restored with maternal diet reversal. No differences in glucose, lactate, hematocrit, or hemoglobin concentrations were observed between groups. We found no significant differences between male and female fetuses within the groups (data not shown).

3.3. Increased hepatic steatosis in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers was not fully ameliorated in fetuses from OB-DR mothers {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fetal hepatic TGs were significantly increased in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers and were intermediate in fetuses from OB-DR mothers relative to the CON and OB-WSD groups ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). This is consistent with the partial improvement in hepatic steatosis noted previously in fetuses from diet reversal mothers [@bib15]. The variability in hepatic TGs in the OB-DR group was not explained by the differences in net maternal body weight change nor the duration of diet switching prior to conception ([Figs. S1C and D](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Further, while maternal age was higher in the OB-DR group, mothers of similar age are included in the OB-WSD group, and no relationship between maternal age and fetal hepatic TGs was observed (data not shown).Figure 1**Effect of maternal OB-WSD and OB-DR on fetal hepatic lipid accumulation, oxidative stress, lipogenic gene expression, and lipid profiles.** (A) Liver triglyceride concentrations measured in fetuses from CON (blue bars), OB-DR (green bars), and OB-WSD (red bars) mothers. Bars with different letters are statistically different from each other. n = 21 CON (11 female, 10 male), 5 OB-DR (1 female, 4 male), and 28 OB-WSD (16 female, 22 male). (B) Lipid peroxidation measured by TBARs as marker of oxidative stress in fetal livers. CON, n = 5 (3 female, 2 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 7 (2 female, 5 male) (C) Hepatic citrate synthase activity. n = 4 CON (2 female, 2 male), 5 OB-DR (1 female, 4 male), 13 OB-WSD (4 female, 9 male). (D) Expression of lipogenic genes in CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD fetal livers. n = 13 CON (6 female, 7 male), 5 OB-DR (1 female, 4 male), 27 OB-WSD (12 female, 15 male). Bars with different letters represent significant differences between maternal diet groups (*P* \< 0.05). (E--F) Fetal liver samples from CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD maternal diet groups were subjected to targeted assays for diacylglyceride (DAG) and ceramide (CER) concentrations. The sum of 1,2-DAGs, 1,3-DAGs, and all DAGs (E) and the sum of dihydroceramides and non-dihydroceramides (F) are shown. CON, n = 5 (3 female, 2 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 5 (2 female, 3 male). ^\#^*P* \< 0.10 vs CON by Student\'s *t*-test. A-F) Data are represented as mean ± SEM. (G) PLS-DA was used to identify lipid with changes in abundance that defined separation of samples between the maternal diet groups; 2-dimensional blot is shown. Dashed arrow indicates shift in lipid profile with OB-DR. (H) Heat map of the 15 lipids with the highest variable importance in projection (VIP) scores. Each square is representative of the mean levels of that lipid. Row values are normalized for each lipid and quantitative changes are color coded from blue (low) to red (high). Lipid names are shown on right y-axis. (I) Fetal liver acylcarnitines showing sums of short, medium, and long chain, and all acylcarnitines. y-axis values x 1000. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. CON, n = 5 (4 female, 1 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 5 (2 female, 3 male).Figure 1

We next sought to determine if oxidative stress, mitochondrial activity, and DNL gene expression were altered with maternal diet. Fetuses from OB-WSD mothers had a \>3-fold increase in hepatic TBAR concentrations, a marker of lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress, and no change in hepatic citrate synthase enzyme activity, a marker of mitochondrial content ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B,C). No differences between male and female fetuses on hepatic TGs, TBARs, or citrate synthase activity were observed ([Figs. S2A--C](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). We measured expression of DNL genes and found 5--15% lower expression levels of *FAS*, *ACC1*, and *SREBP2* in male versus female fetuses, regardless of maternal diet group ([Fig. S2D](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In terms of maternal diet, fetuses from OB-WSD mothers had increased hepatic expression of DNL genes including *FAS*, *ACC1*, *SREBP1C*, and *SREBP2* ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) [@bib15], [@bib18], [@bib36]. No differences in hepatic expression of genes involved in lipid oxidation were found (*CPT1A*, *ACOX1*, *HADHA*, *MCAD*, and *LCAD*; [Fig. S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Importantly, hepatic TBAR levels and lipogenic gene expression were normalized in fetal livers from OB-DR mothers and were similar to the CON group. Thus, despite the normalization of DNL gene expression, oxidative stress, and normal mitochondrial content, the maternal diet improvements were unable to completely restore hepatic TG accumulation in fetuses from OB-DR mothers.

3.4. Hepatic lipid profile {#sec3.4}
--------------------------

Given the role of diet on lipotoxic lipids and stress signaling on development of steatosis and insulin resistance [@bib47], we assessed the profile DAGs and ceramides in the fetal liver ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E,F; [Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In the fetal liver, ∼80% of DAGs were the 1,2-isomer and 20% were the 1,3-isomer. Total hepatic concentrations of 1,2-DAGs, 1,3-DAGs, and the sum of all DAG species were not different between groups ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Fetal hepatic concentrations of the sum of dihydroceramides, precursor molecules in ceramide synthesis, were not different between groups, yet total hepatic concentrations of ceramides showed trending increases in fetuses from OB-WSD and OB-DR mothers (*P* \< 0.10) compared with CON ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). The individual DAG and ceramide species ([Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) were analyzed with PLS-DA. The PLS-DA showed tight clustering of samples within maternal diet groups and a distinct separation between CON and OB-WSD groups with a marked shift in the OB-DR group away from the OB-WSD group and toward the CON group ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G). The 15 lipids with the highest VIP scores from the PLS-DA were loaded into a clustered heat map ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H). Outcomes in the fetal liver from OB-WSD mothers included decreased C16:0/C20:3 and C18:0/C18:2, both 1,2-DAGs; increased C14:0/C16:1, di-C16:1, C14:0/C18:1, C14:0/C16:0, C16:0/C18:1, C18:0/C18:1, and di-C18:1, all 1,2-DAGs; and increased di-C18:0 and di-C18:1, both 1,3-DAGs. In the ceramide profile, the fetal liver from OB-WSD mothers had increased levels of C24:1, dihydro-C24:1, dihydro-C18:0, and C20:0 ceramides. Importantly, hepatic DAG and ceramide profiles in the fetuses from OB-DR mothers were similar to the CON group (*P* \> 0.05, [Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) with the exception of C24:1 ceramide which remained increased at the level of the OB-WSD group. Thus, dysregulation of hepatic ceramide but not DAG metabolism might underlie the persistent steatosis in fetuses from OB-DR mothers. This is important because hepatic ceramides are increased during the progression from NAFLD to NASH and might underlie mitochondrial dysfunction [@bib48], [@bib49].

To assess hepatic substrate and incomplete lipid oxidation, we measured acylcarnitine profiles in the fetal liver. The sum of all acylcarnitines, as well as the groups of short, medium, and long chain acylcarnitines, were similar in livers of fetuses from CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD mothers ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I). This data, combined with no differences in citrate synthase activity or expression of lipid oxidation genes, suggests that fetuses from OB-WSD mothers maintained overall hepatic lipid oxidation capacity, although specific lipid intermediates increased or decreased based on differences upstream for specific substrate preference and pathway flux, as discussed later.

3.5. Effects of maternal obesity and diet reversal on fetal arterial and liver metabolites {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To isolate the effects of maternal obesity and diet reversal on fetal systemic and hepatic metabolites, we used targeted metabolomic screens in fetal liver and umbilical (fetal) artery serum samples. In liver, this included 166 metabolites plus panels for 17 acylcarnitines and 9 bile acids ([Tables S2, S3, and S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, respectively). In serum, 118 metabolites were detected ([Table S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). PLS-DA showed a tight clustering pattern of samples within each maternal diet group and distinct separation between CON and OB-WSD samples with a shift in the OB-DR group toward the CON group indicating an improvement in the metabolome, but incomplete normalization in both the liver ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) and serum ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). A separate PLS-DA with only the CON and OB-WSD liver ([Fig. S4A](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) or serum ([Fig. S4B](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}) samples was used to identify features with the highest VIP scores to focus on metabolites most affected by maternal diet. The relative levels of the top 25 features in the liver or serum in all samples from CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD fetuses were loaded into a clustered heat map ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C,D and [Figs. S5A and B](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} for individual samples). An intermediate phenotype in both the liver and serum was observed in the OB-DR group with several metabolites normalizing to CON levels yet many remaining different from the CON group, as further described in sections [3.8](#sec3.8){ref-type="sec"}, [3.9](#sec3.9){ref-type="sec"}.Figure 2**Effect of maternal OB-WSD and OB-DR on fetal liver and serum metabolome.** Fetal liver and arterial serum from CON, OB-WSD, and OB-DR maternal diet groups were subjected to global metabolomics profiling. PLS-DA was used to identify metabolites with changes in abundance that defined separation of samples between the maternal diet groups in liver (A) and serum (B). 2-dimensional blot is shown. Dashed arrow illustrates a shift in the fetal metabolome with OB-DR. CON, n = 5 (4 female, 1 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 5 (2 female, 3 male) for liver. CON, n = 5 (3 female, 2 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 7 (2 female, 5 male) for serum. Heat map of the 25 metabolites with the highest variable importance in projection (VIP) scores from liver (C) and serum (D). Each square is representative of the mean levels of that metabolite. Row values are normalized for each metabolite and quantitative changes are color coded from blue (low) to red (high). Metabolite names are shown on right y-axis.Figure 2

3.6. Pathways dysregulated in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers: liver {#sec3.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------

To approximate the pathways affected in the fetal liver by exposure to maternal obesity, we performed pathway enrichment analysis. Feature input lists were created that included top metabolites from the VIP analysis and additional metabolites that were differentially expressed based on univariate comparisons between CON and OB-WSD groups in fetal liver (as described in section [2.6](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}; [Tables S2--S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The pathways enriched in the OB-WSD fetal liver were associated with arginine and proline metabolism, taurine and hypotaurine metabolism, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, alanine, aspartate, and glutamate metabolism, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, and pyruvate metabolism ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). In the OB-WSD fetal liver, the enrichment was driven by increased levels of the key gluconeogenic intermediates (phosphoenolpyruvate, 2-phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-glyceric acid, and fructose 1,6-bisphosphate) and increased levels of intermediates in arginine and proline metabolism (ornithine, [l]{.smallcaps}-proline, guanidoacetic acid, 4-hydroxyproline, and creatinine). Increased proline and 4-hydroxyproline might be linked with early signs of hepatic fibrosis as these metabolites are involved in extracellular matrix formation and cross-linking [@bib50]. Hepatic levels of alpha-ketoglutarate (*P* = 0.04) and oxaloacetate (*P* = 0.01), both mitochondrial TCA alpha-keto acid derivatives, were decreased of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers ([Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). This suggests increased cataplerosis and use of TCA cycle intermediates for gluconeogenesis in the fetal liver in the OB-WSD group.Table 2Pathway enrichment analysis in liver and serum between fetuses from CON and OB-WSD mothers.Table 2Metabolite SetHitsFDRUp in OB-WSDDown in OB-WSDLiver Arginine and proline metabolism70.0029Ornithine; [l]{.smallcaps}-Proline; Guanidoacetic acid; 4-Hydroxyproline; CreatinineN-Acetylornithine; 4-(Glutamylamino) butanoate Taurine and hypotaurine metabolism30.0507AcetylphosphateHypotaurine; 5-L-Glutamyl-taurine Citrate cycle (TCA cycle)30.0507Phosphoenolpyruvatealpha-Ketoglutarate; Oxaloacetate Alanine, aspartate and glutamate metabolism30.0652Adenylosuccinate; alpha-Ketoglutarate; Oxaloacetate Glycolysis or Gluconeogenesis40.0993Phosphoenolpyruvate; 2-Phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-glyceric acid; Fructose 1,6-bisphosphateOxaloacetate Pyruvate metabolism30.0993Phosphoenolpyruvate; AcetylphosphateOxaloacetateSerum beta-Alanine metabolism50.0007Aspartate; Spermidine; Dihydrouracil; Uracil; Carnosine Arginine and proline metabolism70.0007Aspartate; Glutamate; Spermidine; Pyruvate; Creatinine; PutrescineN-Acetylornithine Glutathione metabolism50.0015Glutamate; Spermidine; PutrescineCysteinylglycine; Ascorbate Pantothenate and CoA biosynthesis40.0042Dihydrouracil; Pyruvate; Aspartate; Uracil Purine metabolism60.0080Guanine, UrateGuanosine; Glycine; Inosine; Guanosine monophosphate Alanine, aspartate and glutamate metabolism30.0323Aspartate; Pyruvate; Glutamate Pyrimidine metabolism40.0521Dihydrouracil; UracilCytidine; Thymidine[^5][^6]

3.7. Pathways dysregulated in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers: arterial serum {#sec3.7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

As with the fetal liver, pathway enrichment analysis was performed in arterial fetal serum from CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD groups. In the serum of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers, the pathways affected included beta-alanine metabolism, arginine and proline metabolism, glutathione metabolism, pantothenate and CoA biosynthesis, purine metabolism, alanine, aspartate, and glutamate metabolism, and pyrimidine metabolism ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Increased levels of aspartate, spermidine, dihydrouracil, uracil, carnosine, creatinine, and putrescine were associated with overlapping roles in glutathione, beta-alanine, arginine/proline, and pantothenate/CoA synthesis. Increased urate (uric acid) is a marker of purine nucleoside catabolism. This is further supported by decreased guanosine (nucleoside) in favor of increased guanine (base), and decreased inosine (nucleoside). For the pyrimidines, there is a similar pattern of increased catabolism based on decreased cytidine and thymidine (nucleosides = nucleotide + ribose sugar) and increased uracil (base only). Increased levels of several AA in the serum of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers might reflect differences in umbilical supply or shifts in substrate preference by the fetus, either in the liver or other organs.

3.8. Metabolites improved in fetal liver with maternal diet reversal {#sec3.8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the efficacy of maternal diet reversal, the abundance of the top features that were different between CON and OB-WSD groups and submitted for pathway analysis were individually evaluated in the liver of fetuses from OB-DR mothers ([Tables S2--S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Liver metabolites that were normalized in fetuses from OB-DR mothers included gluconeogenic intermediates (phosphoenolpyruvate, 2-phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-glyceric acid, and fructose 1,6-bisphosphate), [l]{.smallcaps}-lysine, [l]{.smallcaps}-proline, ornithine, guanidinoacetic acid, [l]{.smallcaps}-carnitine, O-phosphoethanolamine, octenoylcarnitine (C8:1), pyridoxamine 5′-phosphate, and adenosine ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Several hepatic metabolites were not normalized in the OB-DR group and include CDP-choline, 6-pyruvoyltetrahydropterin (dyspropterin), carnosine, N-acetylornithine, [l]{.smallcaps}-phenylalanine, and butyrylcarnitine (C4) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Interestingly, hepatic levels of N-acetylornithine and adenosine monophosphate were highest in fetuses from OB-DR mothers compared with CON and OB-WSD groups ([Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The remaining metabolites had partial improvement in the livers of fetuses from OB-DR mothers with an intermediate abundance compared with the CON and OB-WSD groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 3**Effect of diet reversal on metabolites in the liver of fetuses from OB-DR mothers.** The top features with either the highest variable importance in projection (VIP) scores or significant difference by *t-*test between CON and OB-WSD groups are shown here and analyzed by univariate analysis with all 3 groups: CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD and grouped as indicated. (A) Metabolites that are normalized in OB-DR and are similar to CON (*P* \> 0.10, OB-DR vs CON) yet different from OB-WSD (*P* \< 0.10, OB-DR vs OB-WSD). (B) Metabolites that are not normalized in OB-DR and different from CON (*P* \< 0.10, OB-DR vs CON). (C) Metabolites with an intermediate phenotype in OB-DR that are not different from CON (*P* \> 0.10, OB-DR vs CON) and OB-WSD (*P* \> 0.10, OB-DR vs OB-WSD). Box and whisker plots with 5--95% interval. CON, n = 5 (4 female, 1 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 5 (2 female, 3 male).Figure 3

3.9. Metabolites improved in fetal serum with maternal diet reversal {#sec3.9}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In serum, the top features that were different between CON and OB-WSD groups were individually evaluated in fetuses from OB-DR mothers ([Table S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The abundance of lactate, pyruvate, malate, aspartate, glutamate, and nicotinamide were all decreased (relative to OB-WSD) and normalized in fetuses from OB-DR mothers (relative to CON) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, glutathione metabolites (cysteinylglycine and spermidine), purine and pyrimidine metabolites (guanine, thymidine, cytidine, dihydrouracil, and uracil), protein 5-hydroxylysine, and N-acetyl-9-O-acetylneuraminic acid were all normalized in the serum of fetuses from OB-DR mothers and similar to the abundance in serum from the CON group ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Despite normalization of several nucleotide metabolites, levels of inosine and guanosine monophosphate, both purine metabolites, remained decreased and levels of beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucuronoside remained increased in fetuses from OB-DR mothers ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Interestingly, serum levels of N-acetylornithine were increased in the OB-DR group relative to the OB-WSD group but to levels greater than observed in fetuses in the CON group ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). The abundance of the remaining features that were different in the serum between fetuses from CON and OB-WSD mothers remained intermediate in fetuses from OB-DR mothers ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 4**Effect of diet reversal on metabolites in the umbilical artery serum of fetuses from OB-DR mothers.** The top features with either the highest variable importance in projection (VIP) scores or significant difference by *t-*test between CON and OB-WSD groups are shown here and analyzed by univariate analysis with all 3 groups: CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD and grouped as indicated. (A) Metabolites that are normalized in OB-DR and are similar to CON (*P* \> 0.10, OB-DR vs CON) yet different from OB-WSD (*P* \< 0.10, OB-DR vs OB-WSD). (B) Metabolites that are not normalized in OB-DR and different from CON (*P* \< 0.10, OB-DR vs CON). (C) Metabolites with an intermediate phenotype in OB-DR that are not different between CON (*P* \> 0.10, OB-DR vs CON) and OB-WSD (*P* \> 0.10, OB-DR vs OB-WSD). Box and whisker plots with 5--95% interval. CON, n = 5 (3 female, 2 male); OB-DR, n = 5 (1 female, 4 male); OB-WSD, n = 7 (2 female, 5 male).Figure 4

3.10. Hepatic metabolites correlated with fetal hepatic steatosis and oxidative stress {#sec3.10}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the incomplete normalization of hepatic steatosis in fetuses from OB-DR mothers, we sought to determine which metabolites were associated with steatosis and oxidative stress. Hepatic carnosine levels had the highest correlation with increased hepatic TG concentrations across all fetuses from CON, OB-WSD, and OB-DR mothers ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Hepatic levels of O-phosphoethanolamine, [l]{.smallcaps}-proline, phosphoenolpyruvate, hypotaurine, phosphate, dyspropterin, 2-phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-glyceric acid, and ornithine were also correlated with hepatic TG content. Of the serum metabolites, guanosine, dihydrouracil, carnosine, inosine, protein 5-hydroxylysine, and 4-pyridoxic acid were correlated with hepatic TG concentrations ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). We also tested which metabolites were associated with oxidative stress in the fetal liver and serum. Hepatic levels of ornithine, carnosine, 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucarate, [l]{.smallcaps}-lysine, O-phosphoethanolamine, [l]{.smallcaps}-proline, N-acetylornithine, and oxaloacetate and serum levels of protein 5-hydroxylysine, guanine, N-acetylornithine, cytidine, uracil, lactate, malate, 2-hydroxyglutarate, putrescine, and thymidine were correlated with hepatic TBARs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Interestingly, only metabolite levels of hepatic carnosine, O-phosphoethanolamine, ornithine, and [l]{.smallcaps}-proline were associated with both fetal hepatic TG accumulation and oxidative stress. Hepatic TGs were correlated with fetal arterial oxygen saturation ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C), suggesting a link with fetal hypoxemia.Figure 5**Metabolites significantly correlated with fetal hepatic steatosis.** The top features in liver (black bars) and serum (white bars) with significant correlation (*P* \< 0.05) with fetal hepatic steatosis (triglycerides) (A) and TBARs (B). The correlation (R^2^) and direction (positive or negative) of the relationship is indicated on horizontal axis. Rank along vertical axis from top to bottom is by *P*-value significance. (C) Relationship between fetal hepatic TGs and fetal arterial oxygen saturation (sO~2~) in 32 fetuses, as indicated in CON, OB-DR, and OB-WSD groups. n = 8 CON (5 female, 3 male), 5 OB-DR (1 female, 4 male), and 19 OB-WSD (6 female, 13 male).Figure 5

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

4.1. Summary of key findings {#sec4.1}
----------------------------

Maternal obesity is widespread and linked to NAFLD risk in the offspring; however, the underlying molecular mechanisms and metabolic pathways driving hepatic dysfunction distinct to the fetus of an obese mother remain poorly understood. Initial studies from our laboratory and our colleagues demonstrated that fetuses from NHP mothers on a WSD have increased hepatic TG accumulation, oxidative stress, and lipogenic and gluconeogenic gene expression [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19]. Here, we report that early 3rd trimester fetuses from OB-WSD mothers demonstrate, in addition to steatosis, hypoxemia, induction of unique intracellular metabolic pathways that create oxidative stress, activation of hepatic gluconeogenesis, and upregulation of metabolites that are precursors to liver injury. Surprisingly, our results also demonstrate incomplete normalization in the liver and serum metabolomes in fetuses from OB-DR mothers. These data indicate that the fetal metabolic responses are still poised toward an early steatotic phenotype despite the obese mother\'s consumption of a healthy CON diet and that the fetal liver is uniquely vulnerable to dysregulated fuel metabolism in maternal obesity.

4.2. Unique mechanisms for hepatic steatosis, gluconeogenesis, and oxidative stress in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pathologic mechanisms for childhood NAFLD are complex and multifactorial, but some have centered on mitochondrial dysfunction that might actually precede, if not coincide with, hepatic lipid accumulation and insulin resistance [@bib51]. Decreases in mitochondrial content and activity have been reported in the livers of post-weaned offspring of rodent dams fed a high-fat diet [@bib52], [@bib53]. However, no studies have investigated whether impaired mitochondrial function exists in the liver of a fetus from an obese mother, despite numerous studies in the postnatal period in humans and animal models [@bib54], [@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57]. In the fetus from OB-WSD mothers, we found no differences in hepatic citrate synthase activity, lipid oxidation gene expression, or total levels of acylcarnitines supporting a minimal effect of maternal WSD on mitochondrial content and/or decreased oxidative capacity in the fetal liver, despite a 2-fold increase in TGs. These data expand our previous findings that, despite fuel overload *in utero*, increased hepatic TG accumulation in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers is not associated with impaired liver mitochondrial function, leaving open the possibility that mitochondria worsen over time postnatally.

In adults with NAFLD, Lambert et al. showed that hepatic DNL is increased, independent of contributions from dietary fat and plasma free fatty acids to hepatic lipids [@bib58]. Notably, in the human fetus, the capacity for DNL is limited as there is a maternal supply of lipids which are used for fat accretion in the fetus [@bib59], [@bib60]. In the livers of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers, we found upregulation of genes in the DNL pathway suggesting that WSD triggers a perturbation in these genes in development [@bib16]. In the context of our observations, the increased fetal lipid and sugar-derived substrates (TGs, pyruvate, lactate, glutamate, citrate, malate, and succinate) in serum of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers provide common metabolic fuels for increased hepatic TG deposition as well as increased gluconeogenesis.

Anaplerotic processes use AAs to replenish TCA cycle intermediates and are coupled with cataplerotic processes that utilize TCA intermediates during gluconeogenesis to make glucose. In the liver of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers, we found that levels of alpha-ketoglutarate and oxaloacetate were decreased compared with CON suggesting increased cataplerosis and use of these TCA intermediates for increased gluconeogenesis ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, accelerated anaplerosis/cataplerosis in the liver is also linked with hepatic oxidative stress and inflammation [@bib61], [@bib62], [@bib63]. Fetuses from OB-WSD mothers demonstrated a metabolite profile with altered energy metabolites and oxidative stress, as indicated by increased hepatic TBAR levels. Serum from these fetuses had increased urate, dihydrouracil, uracil, nicotinamide, guanine, and creatinine levels and decreased thymidine, cytidine, guanosine, guanosine monophosphate, and inosine levels compared with CON, suggestive of impaired nucleotide and energy metabolites. In liver, the level of adenylosuccinate, a product of aspartate and inosine monophosphate, was decreased in OB-WSD compared with CON, supporting purine catabolism resulting in increased levels of adenosine base ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 6**Summary and integration of pathways affected in liver of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers and corrected with maternal diet reversal in fetuses from OB-DR mothers.** Metabolites that increased (solid orange) or decreased (solid blue) in the liver of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers (*P* \< 0.15 in CON vs OB-WSD) are indicated. Metabolites are linked in pathways with a shaded box and dashed outline with indicating overlap when pathways have metabolites in common. Directional arrows are generalized and simplified for illustrative purposes. Metabolites that improved with maternal diet reversal in fetuses from OB-DR mothers are indicated with a green star. Metabolites that had numeric increase or decrease (*P* \> 0.15) are indicated with orange or blue outline (no fill). Metabolites measured but not different have yellow outline. Metabolites that were not measured have no outline. TCA, tricarboxylic acid.Figure 6

Fetuses from OB-WSD mothers showed limited antioxidant activity, as demonstrated by decreased serum levels of ascorbate and cysteinylglycine and decreased hepatic dehydroascorbate levels, all components in glutathione metabolism. Increased serum levels of glutamate, spermidine, and putrescine suggest a potential shift in the utilization of these precursors away from glutathione synthesis and toward beta-alanine metabolism. In line with this, levels of carnosine, a product of beta-alanine metabolism [@bib64], were increased in both liver and serum of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers and were correlated with hepatic TGs and TBARs. Thus, in the setting of excess fuel and reduced antioxidant capacity, increases in hepatic oxidative stress in the fetus of the OB-WSD mother were found, which likely contribute to fetal apoptosis noted in our model prior to the development of obesity [@bib65].

4.3. Maternal preconception diet reversal in obese mothers normalizes DNL and gluconeogenic capacity in the fetal liver {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the main findings in the present study was the demonstration that in fetuses from OB-DR mothers, plasma TG concentrations in fetal umbilical artery serum were normalized, as were several measures of hepatic lipogenic activity and gluconeogenic pathways ([Figure s 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This includes a reduction in expression of hepatic lipogenic genes *FAS* and *SREBP1C*, which are increased in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers [@bib18]. Normalization of these genes in the fetus is important because increased lipogenic activation is present in liver tissue and isolated hepatocytes from OB-WSD offspring at 1 year of age, despite switching to a chow diet post-weaning [@bib16]. Moreover, fetuses from OB-DR mothers showed normalization of the hepatic DAG isomer profile relative to fetuses from CON mothers. Importantly, with maternal diet reversal, hepatic levels of phosphoenolpyruvate, 2-phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-glyceric acid, fructose 1,6-bisphosphate, oxaloacetate, and alpha-ketoglutarate were all improved (or intermediate) in the OB-DR group, indicating a reduction in the early activation of gluconeogenic flux as a result of modifying the maternal diet.

4.4. Hypoxemia and hepatic oxidative stress are ameliorated in fetuses from OB-DR mothers {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Diet reversal was also beneficial in ameliorating fetal hepatic oxidative stress. The serum abundance of thymidine, lactate, guanine, aspartate, cytidine, malate, urate, uracil, dihydrouracil, and guanosine were improved in fetuses from OB-DR mothers, suggesting improved nucleotide and energy metabolism and increased antioxidant mechanisms. Notably, serum levels of inosine and guanosine monophosphate remained decreased and hepatic levels of adenosine monophosphate were highest in fetuses from OB-DR mothers compared with fetuses from CON and OB-WSD mothers, which might indicate low energy status and stress in the liver or reflect negative energy balance in the OB-DR mothers experiencing rapid weight loss. Hypoxemia, based on lower fetal pO~2~, was partially improved in the fetus from OB-DR mothers. In mice, genetic activation of the hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) pathways results in hepatic steatosis [@bib66], [@bib67]. Hypoxia and an aberrant oxygen gradient across the liver can induce hepatic steatosis [@bib68], is associated with NAFLD and the progression of liver disease [@bib69], [@bib70], and has been reported to mediate fibrosis in NAFLD [@bib71], [@bib72], [@bib73]. Importantly, we also found that serum levels of protein 5-hydroxylysine and hepatic levels of proline and lysine ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), components in collagen synthesis [@bib50], were positively correlated with hepatic TGs and TBARs, suggesting that the early biochemical pathways to fibrosis are already present in the livers of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers. The abundance of these metabolites was reduced in fetuses from OB-DR mothers compared with fetuses from OB-WSD mothers, as was hypoxemia. Acute hypoxia has been shown to induce hepatic glucose output [@bib74], [@bib75] and chronic anemic hypoxemia increases *Pck1* expression [@bib76] in fetal sheep. Moreover, *Pck1* expression is increased in neonatal and postnatal offspring in a mouse model of maternal obesity and WSD exposure [@bib77]. Thus, hypoxemia in fetuses from obese mothers and prevention by diet reversal might be a key driver of both the activation of gluconeogenesis and early signs of fibrosis in the liver.

4.5. Unique biomarkers in the fetus for NAFLD risk following intrauterine exposure to maternal obesity {#sec4.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hepatic TGs, which are packaged into very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) particles and exported, or stored within the cytosol of the hepatocyte, were partially normalized in fetuses from OB-DR mothers. Our analysis of the fetal arterial serum and liver metabolome in fetuses from OB-WSD and OB-DR mothers showed metabolites supporting glycerophospholipid biosynthesis with increased levels of O-phosphoethanolamine and CDP-choline. Phosphatidylcholine (PC) synthesis is required for VLDL secretion and lipid export from liver and, when reduced, TGs accumulate in the liver [@bib78]. The rate of PC synthesis is determined by the amount(s) of CDP-choline and/or DAG co-substrate available from upstream enzymatic activities [@bib79], [@bib80]. Therefore, the high hepatic CDP-choline levels noted in fetuses from OB-WSD and OB-DR mothers, together with the normalization of DAG levels, suggest that there is a bottleneck in the pathway for PC biogenesis. Whether this causes decreased VLDL secretion and thus leads to TG accumulation requires further investigation. The CDP--choline cycle not only provides PC but also might play a role as a biomarker indicating reduced PC synthesis. We also found that total ceramide levels were increased in the liver of fetuses from OB-WSD mothers and remained higher in fetuses from OB-DR mothers. Although the source of increased hepatic ceramide content was not addressed, PC consumes ceramide for the synthesis of sphingomyelin [@bib81], suggesting that the increased ceramide content reflects the limitation in sphingomyelin synthesis due to low PC availability ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The exact role each pathway contributes to the assembly and retention of hepatic TGs is not clear; however, the CDP-choline cycle is integrated into a larger metabolic network and interruption of the cycle might have a global impact on lipid-related metabolites in other pathways. CDP-choline can also protect against hypoxia and oxidative stress [@bib82]. Thus, increased CDP-choline levels might represent a new biomarker to explain the retention of TGs in the fetal liver.

Carnosine, a powerful antioxidant, remained increased in the liver of fetuses from OB-DR mothers and carnosine levels were highly correlated with hepatic steatosis and oxidative stress. Carnosine is an endogenous dipeptide with antioxidant properties, which acts as a scavenger for reactive oxygen species and toxic aldehydes and suppresses lipid and protein oxidation [@bib64], [@bib83]. While the connection between carnosine and steatosis remains unclear, we speculate that carnosine is increased in an attempt to combat oxidative stress, which is greater in fetuses from OB-WSD mothers. Another important pathway for NAFLD risk is uric acid. Increased uric acid is associated with NASH in children [@bib84] and progression to NAFLD [@bib85]. We found a reduction in nucleotide substrates for uric acid synthesis and normalization in uracil levels in fetuses from OB-DR mothers. Uric acid levels rise during fetal hypoxemia and during metabolic stress [@bib86]. Thus, decreased uric acid and improved TCA metabolism intermediates might be biomarkers for mitigating oxidative stress and improving energy metabolism in fetuses from OB-DR mothers.

4.6. Conclusions and future directions {#sec4.6}
--------------------------------------

Overall, the biochemical pathways revealed by our metabolomic analysis suggest that dysregulated energy metabolism in the fetus results in distinct plasma and liver metabolic signatures leading to multiple "first hits" in defense against fuel overload from an OB-WSD mother. The OB-DR mother remains obese but is consuming a normal diet and thus presumably has normal nutrient supply to the fetus. However, the phenotype of the fetus from the OB-DR mother is only partially normalized, suggesting that maternal obesity interrupts normal development of metabolic pathways and is itself a risk factor for NAFLD. The fuel overload that characterizes the OB-WSD mother, combined with fetal hypoxemia, favors increased fetal liver AA utilization over glucose for supporting gluconeogenesis and lipid synthesis and deposition without a block in lipid oxidation. When combined with lower levels of serum antioxidants, hyperlipidemia and hypoxemia render the fetal liver highly susceptible to oxidative stress that primes the fetal liver of an obese mother to early NAFLD and susceptibility to NASH. Importantly, our maternal diet intervention demonstrates that switching to a healthy CON diet in obese mothers before conception decreased fetal hypoxemia, lipogenesis, hyperlipidemia and markers of oxidative stress and partially improved the fetal serum and hepatic metabolome and liver TG levels. This suggests that interventions aimed at controlling diet during pregnancy in mothers with obesity has major positive effects on fetal liver health.

We are now facing major challenges in tackling the alarming increase and rising epidemic of NAFLD around the world. The considerable risk of NAFLD progression to advanced liver disease (NASH), particularly in children, combined with the lack of pharmacological approaches and suitable biomarkers for the progression of disease are important roadblocks for understanding NAFLD. The pathogenesis of NASH is incompletely understood, but generally occurs in individuals with preexisting NAFLD or uncomplicated steatosis. Thus, in addition to oxidative stress and steatosis, early exposure to maternal WSD changes metabolomic pathways favoring fibrosis, apoptosis, and inflammation that predisposes these offspring to an accelerated disease phenotype upon exposure to a "second hit" postnatally [@bib16]. Follow-up of these NHP offspring to 3 years of age in another cohort is currently underway to determine whether postnatal diet revisions can halt their progression to NASH and whether these biomarkers identified in the fetus have predictive power for the evolution of NAFLD risk.
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[^1]: ^A^ Measured in fetal blood collected from post-euthanasia cardiac exsanguination.

[^2]: ^B^ Measured in umbilical artery blood collected at cesarean section before cord was severed.

[^3]: Data represented as mean ± SEM; total number of fetuses studied: n = 21 (CON), 39 (OB-WSD), 5 (OB-DR); umbilical artery analyses n = 8 (CON; 5 female, 3 male), 20 (OB-WSD; 6 female, 14 male), 5 (OB-DR; 1 female, 4 male). ANOVA with fixed effect for maternal diet is shown and when significant (*P* \< 0.05), individual post-test comparisons are indicated. Different letters represent differences between groups (*P* \< 0.05).

[^4]: AUC, area under the curve; GTT, glucose tolerance test; NA, not applicable; NEFA, non-esterified fatty acids; WSD, Western-style diet.

[^5]: Pathways and inclusive metabolite sets with FDR \< 0.10 are listed.

[^6]: FDR, false discovery rate; TCA, tricarboxylic acid.
